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Abstract
Online anomaly detection of time-series data is an important and challenging task
in machine learning. Gaussian processes (GPs) are powerful and flexible models for
modeling time-series data. However, the high time complexity of GPs limits their
applications in online anomaly detection. Attributed to some internal or external
changes, concept drift usually occurs in time-series data, where the characteristics
of data and meanings of abnormal behaviors alter over time. Online anomaly de-
tection methods should have the ability to adapt to concept drift. Motivated by the
above facts, this paper proposes the method of sparse Gaussian processes with Q-
function (SGP-Q). The SGP-Q employs sparse Gaussian processes (SGPs) whose
time complexity is lower than that of GPs, thus significantly speeding up online
anomaly detection. By using Q-function properly, the SGP-Q can adapt to concept
drift well. Moreover, the SGP-Q makes use of few abnormal data in the training
data by its strategy of updating training data, resulting in more accurate sparse
Gaussian process regression models and better anomaly detection results. We eval-
uate the SGP-Q on various artificial and real-world datasets. Experimental results
validate the effectiveness of the SGP-Q.
Key words: Online Anomaly Detection; Gaussian Processes; Sparse Gaussian
Processes; Q-Function; Concept Drift
1 Introduction
The arrival of the Internet of Things (IoT) [1] has inspired companies to install
more sensors on their machines. These sensors can produce vast amounts of
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data which change over time and are called time-series data. The time-series
data in our life are increasing rapidly, and it is of considerable significance and
challenge to effectively process and monitor the time-series data.
A typical application scenario of time-series data is to monitor time-series data
and send an alarm message to the operation engineers when an abnormal
behavior occurs in the time-series data. This kind of application is called
anomaly detection of time-series data. An abnormal behavior means that the
current behavior is largely different from the normal behaviors in the past,
and the current behavior is very rare [2,3]. In the real industrial environment,
the time-series data are generated at all times, and only the previous and
current data can be known, while the data after the current time are unseen.
Therefore, online learning is essential for the anomaly detection of time-series
data. Online anomaly detection determines whether the current behavior is
abnormal or not according to the information of the current and previous
data.
Online anomaly detection is significant because abnormal data can often con-
vey essential and critical information in an extensive range of applications
[4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14]. For example, when abnormal traffic occurs in a
computer network, a hacker may be using the attacked computer to send sen-
sitive data to the target computer [15]. When the MRI image is abnormal, it
is likely to be due to the existence of some malignant tumor [16]. If abnormal
data come from the sensors of the aircraft, it indicates that some parts of the
aircraft may have malfunctions that need to be repaired in time [17].
Gaussian processes (GPs) are powerful and flexible tools for modeling time-
series data [18]. However, there are few methods of online anomaly detection
based on GPs. There are two main reasons. Firstly, the time complexity of GPs
is the cube of the number of training data. Training the GP model is time-
consuming. Secondly, GPs are Bayesian nonparametric probabilistic models
that are unfamiliar to industrial engineers. In recent years, many research
work on sparse Gaussian processes (SGPs) have been proposed to reduce the
high time complexity of GPs [19,20,21,22,23,24]. These research work can be
divided into four categories. The first kind of method uses the Nystro¨m method
to approximate the covariance matrix [19,25]. The second kind of method em-
ploys a subset of data and selects informative points from the subset of data
[20,26]. The third kind of method uses pseudo-inputs for the sparse approxi-
mation of GPs. The fourth kind of method employs variational inference and
introduces inducing variables [23,24]. SGPs greatly reduce the time complex-
ity of GPs, which allows SGPs to be widely used on various types of data
[27,28]. Inspired by the above facts, this paper employs SGPs with variational
inducing variables for online anomaly detection.
The existing online anomaly detection methods based on GPs, including the
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Gaussian process regression with anomaly detection strategy (GPR-AD), Gaus-
sian process regression with anomaly detection and mitigation strategy (GPR-
ADAM) and Gaussian process regression with the improved anomaly detection
and mitigation strategy (GPR-IADAM) [29], cannot address concept drift in
data properly. Concept drift means that data changes over time and the char-
acteristics of new data are different from those of old data [3,30,31]. For exam-
ple, sensor data collected by machines often changes on account of restarting
machines or updating configurations. When the characteristics of data change,
the definition of abnormal behaviors of data will also change. If anomaly de-
tection methods cannot update their definition of abnormal behaviors in time,
they cannot accurately detect anomalies in new data. Therefore, it is essen-
tial that online anomaly detection methods have the ability to adapt to the
concept drift [32,33,34,35,36,37,38].
This paper proposes the method of sparse Gaussian processes with Q-function
(SGP-Q). The SGP-Q uses the Q-function [3,39] to adapt to the concept drift
in the data well. Specifically, the SGP-Q employs Q-function to measure the
abnormal degree of the current data point relative to that of previous data.
When the concept drift occurs in the data, the new data that initially change
will be considered as abnormal data. However, when the ‘abnormal’ behaviors
persist for a while, the SGP-Q considers that the abnormal degree of the cur-
rent data point relative to that of previous data is low. Then the SGP-Q adds
the current data point and its time into training data to update the sparse
Gaussian process regression (SGPR) model. The SGPR model can relearn the
characteristics of new data to redefine the meanings of abnormal behaviors.
Therefore, the SGP-Q can adapt to concept drift well. In the experiment,
the proposed SGP-Q is compared with the online anomaly detection meth-
ods based on GPs, and experimental results validate the effectiveness of the
proposed SGP-Q.
The contributions of this paper are listed as follows. Firstly, the proposed
SGP-Q employs Q-function to measure the abnormal degree of the current
data point relative to that of previous data, which can adapt to concept drift
well. Secondly, SGPs with variational inducing variables are used to model
time-series data in the SGP-Q, whose time complexity is much lower than
that of GPs, thus speeding up online anomaly detection. Thirdly, the SGP-
Q updates training data by the strategy based on likelihood and Q-function,
which can make use of few abnormal data in the training data, thus making
the trained SGPR model more accurate and anomaly detection results better.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the
related work, including the introduction of GPs and several online anomaly
detection methods based on GPs. Section 3 briefly reviews SGPs and intro-
duces the proposed method SGP-Q in detail. Section 4 illustrates experiments,
including the introduction of datasets, experimental setting, experimental re-
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sults, and summary. Section 5 concludes the work of this paper.
2 Related Work
In this section, we will introduce GPs and several anomaly detection methods
of time-series data based on GPs.
2.1 Gaussian Processes
GPs are powerful and flexible Bayesian nonparametric probabilistic models,
which are mainly applied to regression and classification tasks. The GP re-
gression model predicts continuous values, and the GP classification model
predicts discrete values.
Assume that the size of training dataset D is N , that is, D = {(xi, yi)}Ni=1,
where xi ∈ RQ and yi ∈ R+ represent the input and output of the ith data
point, respectively. Denote all inputs as X , and denote all outputs as y.
GPs can be seen as Gaussian distributions on real-valued functions. The Gaus-
sian distribution is uniquely determined by its mean and covariance matrix,
and the GP is uniquely specified by its mean and covariance function similarly
[18]. A noiseless GP f(x) can be expressed as follows,
f(x) ∼ GP(m(x), k(x,x′)), (1)
where m(x) is the mean function of the GP and k(x,x′) is the covariance
function of the GP, which is also known as kernel function. The selection of
kernel function plays an important roles in the GP model. Common kernel
functions include the radial basis function (RBF) kernel function, periodic
kernel function and linear kernel function. The periodic kernel function is
capable of modeling periodicity in data. These kernel functions are computed
as follows,
k(rbf)(x,x
′) = σ2rbf exp
[
−|x− x
′|2
2l2
]
,
k(periodic)(x,x
′) = σ2periodic exp

−1
2
Q∑
i=1
(
sin( pi
T
(xi − x′i))
li
)2 ,
k(linear)(x,x
′) =
Q∑
i=1
σ2linear(i)xix
′
i,
(2)
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where σ2rbf , σ
2
periodic and σ
2
linear are the variances, l is the length-scale and T is
the periodic parameter.
The mean and covariance functions are calculated as follows,
m(x) = E[f(x)],
k(x,x′) = E[(f(x)−m(x))(f(x′)−m(x′))]. (3)
In the noiseless situation, the output y is the GP f(x). However, in general, the
observed output y is not the GP f(x), but with some noise, e.g., y = f(x)+ ǫ,
where ǫ ∼ N(0, σ2) is the additive noise. Figure 1 shows the graphical model
of a GP.
[Fig. 1 about here.]
Given the model assumption of the GP, the Gaussian likelihood is p(y|f) =
N (f , σ2I). After integrating the latent variable f , we can get the marginal
likelihood distribution p(y|X) = N(0, KNN + σ2I) where KNN = K(X,X)
is an N ×N covariance matrix. The GP model is learned by maximizing the
marginal likelihood. The posterior of the latent variable f is as follows,
p(f |y) = N (µ,Σ), (4)
where the mean µ = KNN (KNN + σ
2I)−1y and the covariance matrix Σ =
KNN −KNN(KNN + σ2I)−1KNN .
Given a new input x∗, the prediction distribution is still a Gaussian distribu-
tion,
p(y∗|X,y,x∗) = N(µ∗,Σ∗y), (5)
where µ∗ = k(x∗, X)[KNN + σ
2I]−1y and Σ∗y = k(x
∗,x∗) − k(x∗, X)(KNN +
σ2I)−1k(X,x∗)+σ2. The time complexity of the GP is O(N3), where N is the
number of training data.
2.2 Gaussian Processes for Anomaly Detection in Time-Series Data
In this section, we mainly introduce several existing anomaly detection meth-
ods of time-series data based on GPs, including the Gaussian process regres-
sion (GPR) with the anomaly detection strategy (GPR-AD), the GPR with
the anomaly detection and mitigation strategy (GPR-ADAM) and the GPR
with the improved anomaly detection and mitigation strategy (GPR-IADAM)
[29]. These methods belong to anomaly detection methods based on prediction,
which detect anomalies by judging whether the data fall into the prediction
interval.
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Firstly, we focus on the state-of-the-art anomaly detection method of time-
series data, that is, the GPR-IADAM. For the task of anomaly detection in
time-series data, the input is time. Assuming the current time is m, the train-
ing data is composed of q data points that are closest to the current moment,
i.e., DT = {ti, yi}mi=m−q+1. The GPR model can be obtained by maximizing
the marginal likelihood. The time tm+1 at the next moment is taken as the
test input, and the prediction mean µm+1 and variance σ
2
m+1 can be obtained
according to the Equation (5). The 95 percent confidence interval for the
Gaussian distribution is [µm+1 − 1.96σm+1, µm+1 + 1.96σm+1].
If the test data point ym+1 is within the 95 percent confidence interval, it is
considered as a normal data point, and the data point ym+1 and its time tm+1
are added into the sliding window DT . If the test data point ym+1 is not in the
95 percent confidence interval, it is marked as an abnormal data point. The
value of β(ym+1) needs to be calculated according to the Equation (6).
β(ym+1) = P (z < 1.96− |µm+1 − ym+1|
σm+1
), (6)
where z obeys the standard Gaussian distribution. The value of β(ym+1) is
used to measure the deviation between the data point ym+1 and prediction
mean µm+1. The smaller the value of β is, the greater the deviation between
the data point ym+1 and prediction mean µm+1 is. The larger the value of
β is, the smaller the deviation between the data point ym+1 and prediction
mean µm+1 is. Comparing the value of β and βmax, if β is less than or equal to
βmax, the prediction mean µm+1 and its time tm+1 will be added to the sliding
window DT . If β is greater than βmax, the data point ym+1 and its time tm+1
will be added to the sliding window DT . Here βmax is an artificially specified
threshold, and the GPR-IADAM sets the value of βmax to 0.05.
After adding the new data point and its time in the sliding window DT , the
earliest data point and its time are removed from the DT . The data in the new
sliding window DT are then employed to update the GPR model. Algorithm
1 shows the GPR-IADAM method.
Secondly, we will introduce the GPR-AD. The difference between the GPR-AD
and GPR-IADAM is the strategy of updating data in the sliding window DT .
The GPR-AD updates the sliding window DT using the anomaly detection
(AD) strategy. The AD strategy adds the data point ym+1 and its time tm+1
to the sliding window DT regardless of whether the data point is abnormal
or not, and the earliest data point and its time are removed from the DT .
Algorithm 2 shows the GPR-AD method.
Last but not least, we briefly describe the GPR-ADAM. The only difference
between the GPR-IADAM and GPR-ADAM is also the strategy of updating
data in the sliding window DT . GPR-ADAM updates the sliding window DT
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Algorithm 1 GPR-IADAM
Input: current time m, DT = {ti, yi}mi=m−q+1, the size of sliding window q
and threshold βmax
Initialize: select an appropriate covariance function (the mean function is
generally set to 0), and initialize parameters of the covariance function
1: repeat
2: train the GPR model using data in the sliding window DT
3: predict mean µm+1 and variance σ
2
m+1 at time tm+1 by Equation (5)
4: compute 95% confidence interval [µm+1 − 1.96σm+1, µm+1 + 1.96σm+1]
5: if data point ym+1 in 95% confidence interval then
6: ym+1 is a normal data point
7: add {tm+1, ym+1} into DT
8: else
9: ym+1 is an abnormal data point
10: compute the value of β(ym+1) by Equation (6)
11: if β(ym+1) ≤ βmax then
12: add {tm+1, µm+1} into DT
13: else
14: add {tm+1, ym+1} into DT
15: end if
16: end if
17: remove the earliest data point and its time from DT
18: m = m+ 1
19: until all test data points have been detected
Algorithm 2 GPR-AD
Input: current time m, DT = {ti, yi}mi=m−q+1 and the size of sliding window
q
Initialize: select an appropriate covariance function (the mean function is
generally set to 0), and initialize parameters of the covariance functions
1: repeat
2: train the GPR model using data in the sliding window DT
3: predict mean µm+1 and variance σm+1 at time tm+1 by Equation (5)
4: compute 95% confidence interval [µm+1 − 1.96σm+1, µm+1 + 1.96σm+1]
5: if data point ym+1 in 95% confidence interval then
6: ym+1 is a normal data point
7: else
8: ym+1 is an abnormal data point
9: end if
10: add {tm+1, ym+1} into DT
11: remove the earliest data point and its time from DT
12: m = m+ 1
13: until all test data points have been detected
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Algorithm 3 GPR-ADAM
Input: current time m, DT = {ti, yi}mi=m−q+1 and the size of sliding window
q
Initialize: select an appropriate covariance function (the mean function is
generally set to 0), and initialize parameters of the covariance function
1: repeat
2: train the GPR model using data in sliding window DT
3: predict mean µm+1 and variance σm+1 at time tm+1 by Equation (5)
4: compute 95% confidence interval [µm+1 − 1.96σm+1, µm+1 + 1.96σm+1]
5: if data point ym+1 in 95% confidence interval then
6: ym+1 is a normal data point
7: add {tm+1, ym+1} into DT
8: else
9: ym+1 is an abnormal data point
10: add {tm+1, µm+1} into DT
11: end if
12: remove the earliest data point and its time from DT
13: m = m+ 1.
14: until all test data points have been detected
using the anomaly detection and mitigation (ADAM) strategy. In the ADAM
strategy, the data point ym+1 and its time tm+1 are added to the sliding window
DT when the data point is normal. The prediction mean µm+1 and its time
tm+1 are added to the sliding window DT when the data point is abnormal.
The earliest data point and its time are removed from the DT . Algorithm 3
shows the GPR-ADAM method.
3 Sparse Gaussian Processes with Q-Function
In this section, we first review the sparse Gaussian processes (SGPs) and then
introduce the proposed method of sparse Gaussian processes with Q-function
(SGP-Q).
3.1 Sparse Gaussian Processes
The GP is a powerful and flexible model, but its high time complexity O(N3)
limits its application scenarios. In order to reduce the high time complexity of
the GP, different sparse approximation methods are proposed [19,20,21,22,23,24].
Here we mainly review the sparse approximation method using variational in-
ducing variables [21,23].
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In the approximation methods based on inducing variables, the active set is
not a subset of data selected from training data but is the inducing input Z ob-
tained through optimization. The latent variable corresponding to the induc-
ing input is u = f(Z). SGPs with inducing variables usually have three forms
of approximation, that is, deterministic training conditional (DTC) approx-
imation, fully independent training conditional (FITC) approximation and
partially independent training conditional (PITC) approximation [21]. The
key difference between the three approximation methods is that they assume
different conditional distributions p(f |u, Z,X).
The DTC approximation refers to the fact that the value of the latent variable
f is deterministic when the inducing variable u is known,
p(f |u, Z,X) = N (f |KNMK−1MMu, 0), (7)
whereM is the number of data points in the inducing input, KNM = K(X,Z),
KMM = K(Z,Z) and KMN = K(Z,X).
The FITC approximation means that the latent variable f is fully independent
when the inducing variable u is known,
p(f |u, Z,X) = N (f |KNMK−1MMu, diag[KNN −KNNK−1MMKMN ]). (8)
The PITC approximation signifies that the latent variable f is partially inde-
pendent when the inducing variable u is known,
p(f |u, Z,X) = N (f |KNMK−1MMu, blockdiag[KNN −KNNK−1MMKMN ]). (9)
Under the above three assumptions, the marginal likelihood of the SGP is a
function of the inducing input and hyperparameters of the kernel functions.
The inducing input and hyperparameters can be obtained by maximizing the
marginal likelihood, which may lead to over-fitting.
SGPs with variational inducing variables assume the augmented variational
posterior q(f ,u) to approximate the augmented true posterior p(f ,u|y), and
minimize the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence between the variational pos-
terior and true posterior KL(q(f ,u)||p(f ,u|y)) [23]. Minimizing the KL diver-
gence KL(q(f ,u)||p(f ,u|y)) is equivalent to maximizing the variational lower
bound of the marginal likelihood. The variational lower bound of the SGP is
as follows,
L = log
[
N(y|0, σ2I +KNMK−1MMKMN)
]
− 1
2σ2
Tr
[
KNN −KNMK−1MMKMN
]
.
(10)
Here the inducing input Z is seen as the variational parameter obtained by
optimizing the variational lower bound and has no impact on the marginal
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likelihood p(y) and posterior p(f |y), which is beneficial to avoiding over-fitting
to a certain extent.
Given a test input x∗, the prediction distribution of the SGP with variational
inducing variables is still a Gaussian distribution as follows [23],
p(y∗|X,Z,y,x∗) = N(µ∗,Σ∗y), (11)
where µ∗ = k(x∗, Z)K−1MMµ˜, Σ
∗
y = k(x
∗,x∗)−k(x∗, Z)K−1MMk(Z,x∗)+k(x∗, Z)B
k(Z,x∗) + σ
2, µ˜ = σ−2KMMΣKMNy, A = KMMΣKMM , Σ = (KMM +
σ−2KMNKNM )
−1, and B = K−1MMAK
−1
MM . The time complexity of the SGP
with variational inducing variables is O(NM2).
3.2 Online Anomaly Detection with Sparse Gaussian Processes
The existing online anomaly detection methods have some limitations. The
GPR-AD adds a data point to the training data no matter whether the data
point is abnormal or not. When lots of abnormal data are added into the
training data, the prediction may lose its accuracy, thus leading to wrong
anomaly detection results. The GPR-ADAM adds a data point into the train-
ing data when the data point is normal and adds the prediction mean of the
GPR model to the training data when the data point is abnormal. The GPR-
ADAM alleviates the negative impact of abnormal data on the training model.
The GPR-IADAM is a compromise between the GPR-AD and GPR-ADAM.
Specifically, the GPR-IADAM uses β to measure the deviation between the
data point and the prediction mean. If the prediction mean deviates signifi-
cantly from the data point, the prediction mean is added to the training data.
If the prediction mean deviates slightly from the data point, the data point will
be added to the training data. The GPR-ADAM and GPR-IADAM decide to
add the data point or prediction mean into the training data according to the
abnormal degree of the current data point, which cannot solve the problem of
concept drift in the data. Concept drift [31,40,3] means that the characteristics
of data and the mapping from input to output change over time. For example,
when the computer’s software is updated or its configuration is changed, data
such as CPU utilization and the speed of reading or writing data in the disk
will change. In this case, online anomaly detection methods should be able to
adapt to the new data and redefine the meanings of abnormal behaviors.
To overcome the limitations of existing anomaly detection methods of time-
series data based on GPs, this paper proposes the SGP-Q. On the one hand,
the SGP-Q uses SGPs to model the relationship between time and observed
data. The time complexity of SGPs is much lower than that of GPs, while
their performance is similar. Therefore, SGPs are more suitable for the task
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of online anomaly detection. On the other hand, the SGP-Q method employs
Q-function [39] to solve the problem of concept drift in time-series data.
Specifically, the SGP-Q uses the technique of sliding window, and the size of
the sliding window is set to q. Suppose current time is m, then data in the
sliding window can be represented as DT = {ti, yi}mi=m−q+1. Given a test data
point {tm+1, ym+1}, the time tm+1 is the input of the SGPR, and the outputs
of the SGPR contain the prediction mean µm+1 and variance σ
2
m+1. Then the
SGP-Q computes the likelihood of the data point ym+1 by Equation (12).
p(ym+1) =
1√
2πσm+1
exp
[
−(ym+1 − µm+1)
2
2σ2m+1
]
. (12)
If the likelihood of the test data point p(ym+1) is greater than or equal to the
threshold ǫp, the data point ym+1 is normal, and the data point ym+1 and its
time tm+1 are added to the sliding window DT . If the likelihood of the test
data point p(ym+1) is less than the threshold ǫp, the data point is abnormal.
The SGP-Q lists a set of possible thresholds, and selects the threshold which
performs best in the validation set according to the F1 score as ǫp. For an
abnormal data point, the SGP-Q computes the Q-function based on the abso-
lute error e(ym+1) = |ym+1−µm+1| and the Q-function based on the likelihood
p(ym+1). The computation of Q-function requires three steps [3].
Firstly, the SGP-Q employs two windows to accommodate the latestW values
of error and likelihood, respectively. The distributions of the error and likeli-
hood are modeled as Gaussian distributions where the mean and variance are
updated according to the latest values of error and likelihood as follows,
µˆ(e(ym+1)) =
∑i=W−1
i=0 e(ym+1−i)
W
,
σ2(e(ym+1)) =
∑i=W−1
i=0 [e(ym+1−i)− µˆ(e(ym+1))]2
W − 1 ,
µˆ(p(ym+1)) =
∑i=W−1
i=0 p(ym+1−i)
W
,
σ2(p(ym+1)) =
∑i=W−1
i=0 [p(ym+1−i)− µˆ(p(ym+1))]2
W − 1 .
(13)
Secondly, the SGP-Q computes the mean of the error and likelihood over the
recent short period as follows,
µ˜(e(ym+1)) =
∑i=W ′−1
i=0 e(ym+1−i)
W ′
,
µ˜(p(ym+1)) =
∑i=W ′−1
i=0 p(ym+1−i)
W ′
,
(14)
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where W ′ is the size of the window for the recent short period, and W ′ ≪W .
Thirdly, the Gaussian Q-function (denoted as Q-function) is of considerable
significance in various fields, such as statistics and communication theory
[41,42]. The Q-function has no analytic solution, and several research work
are proposed for approximate calculation of the Q-function [39,43,44]. An
approximation of the Q-function is the exponential approximation which is
easy to calculate. The exponential approximation of the Q-function is Q(x) ≈
1
12
exp(−x2
2
) + 1
4
exp(−2x2
3
) [43]. The SGP-Q modifies the original exponen-
tial approximation of the Q-function to make it more sensitive to slight input
changes. Our modified Q-function is Q(x) ≈ 1
6
exp(−x2
4
) + 1
2
exp(−x2
3
). Our
modified Q-function is an even function and the value of modified Q-function
decreases as the absolute value of the input increases. Then the Q-function
based on the absolute error (denoted as QE) and likelihood (denoted as QL)
are defined as follows,
QEm+1 = Q
(
µ˜(e(ym+1))− µˆ(e(ym+1))
σ2(e(ym+1))
)
,
QLm+1 = Q
(
µ˜(p(ym+1))− µˆ(p(ym+1))
σ2(p(ym+1))
)
.
(15)
Q-function can measure the abnormal degree of the current data point relative
to that of previous data. The smaller the value of Q-function, the higher the
abnormal degree of the current data point relative to that of previous data.
The larger the value of Q-function, the lower the abnormal degree of the
current data point relative to that of previous data.
For an abnormal data point, if at least one of the two conditions QEm+1 < ǫe
and QLm+1 < ǫl is satisfied (ǫe = 3e−1 and ǫl = 3e−1), the SGP-Q adds the
prediction mean µm+1 and its time tm+1 to the sliding window DT . If neither
of the two conditions is met, the data point ym+1 and its time tm+1 are added
to the sliding window DT . After adding the latest data point to the sliding
window DT , the earliest data point and its time are removed from the DT . The
new data in the sliding window DT are then employed to update the SGPR
model. Algorithm 4 shows the SGP-Q method.
Unlike the GPR-ADAM and GPR-IADAM which uses the information of the
current data point to measure the abnormal degree of the current data point,
the SGP-Q employs information of previous and current data to measure the
abnormal degree of the current data point relative to that of previous data.
The SGP-Q can address concept drift well. Specifically, when the concept drift
occurs, data that start to change will be marked as abnormal data by the SGP-
Q. However, when the ‘abnormal’ behaviors continue for a while, the SGP-Q
judges the abnormal degree of the current data point is low compared with
that of previous data. Then the current data point ym+1 and its time tm+1
12
Algorithm 4 SGP-Q
Input: current time m, DT = {ti, yi}mi=m−q+1, the size of the window q, W ,
W ′, threshold ǫe, ǫl, and the size of inducing points M
Initialize: select an appropriate covariance function (the mean function is
generally set to 0), and initialize the parameters of the covariance function
1: repeat
2: train the SGPR model using data in sliding window DT
3: predict mean µm+1 and variance σ
2
m+1 at time tm+1 by Equation (11)
4: compute the likelihood of data point p(ym+1) by Equation (12)
5: select the threshold which performs best in the validation set according
to F1 score as ǫp
6: if p(ym+1) > ǫp then
7: ym+1 is a normal data point
8: add {tm+1, ym+1} into DT
9: else
10: ym+1 is an abnormal data point
11: compute the value of QEm+1 and QLm+1 by Equation (15)
12: if QEm+1 ≤ ǫe or QLm+1 ≤ ǫl then
13: add {tm+1, µm+1} into DT
14: else
15: add {tm+1, ym+1} into DT
16: end if
17: end if
18: remove the earliest data point and its time from DT
19: m = m+ 1
20: until all test data points have been detected
are added to the sliding window DT to train the SGPR model. Therefore,
the SGP-Q can learn new characteristics of data and redefine the meanings of
abnormal behaviors.
4 Experiments
In this section, we conduct experiments to validate the rationality and effec-
tiveness of the proposed SGP-Q method.
4.1 Data
We conducted experiments on eight datasets from the Numenta Anomaly
Benchmark (NAB) [3]. Two of the eight datasets are the artificially generated
datasets in NAB, denoted as ‘art daily jumpsup’ and ‘art daily flatmiddle’.
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The number of data points on both artificially generated datasets is 4032.
Four of the eight datasets are data of Amazon Web Services (AWS) server
provided by the AmazonCloudwatch service. These four datasets of AWS
server are denoted as ec2 cpu utilization 24ae8d’, ‘ec2 cpu utilization 825cc2’,
‘ec2 cpu utilization ac20cd’ and ‘grok asg anomaly’, and the number of data
points on the four datasets is 4032, 4032, 4648 and 4621, respectively. The
remaining two datasets are real-time traffic data of the Twin Cities Metro
area in Minnesota which are offered by the Minnesota Department of Trans-
portation. These two traffic datasets are denoted as ‘occupancy t4013’ and
‘speed t4013’, and the number of data points on the two traffic datasets is
2500 and 2495, respectively.
4.2 Setting
For the SGP-Q, GPR-AD, GPR-ADAM and GPR-IADAM, the timestamps
in the NAB exist as strings and need to be preprocessed for calculation. We
quantize the timestamps to the number of minutes between the current time
and today’s 00:00:00 multiplied by 0.01. The covariance function is set to the
sum of the RBF kernel function and the linear kernel function. The number
of points in the inducing input Z is set to M = 100. The size of the sliding
window DT is set to q = 1000. The size of windows in the Q-function are set
to W = 500 and W ′ = 10. For the GPR-IADAM, βmax = 0.05. When the
model is trained for the first time, we set the number of iterations to 1000.
When the newest data point is added to DT and the earliest data point is
removed from DT , we continue to optimize the model and set the number of
iterations to 10. The data used for training the model for the first time is a
piece of normal data at the beginning of each time-series data, where a small
amount of abnormal data is allowed. The remaining data in each time-series
data are used for testing. After the detection of each test data point, its real
value or prediction mean will be added into the sliding window to update the
model. A short time-series segment containing normal and abnormal data is
taken from each time-series data, and then a tiny amount of noise is added to
generate data in the validation set.
4.3 Experimental Results
We compare the proposed SGP-Q with the GPR-AD, GPR-ADAM, and GPR-
IADAM. Since F1 score can take into account the precision and recall, we use
F1 score as the measure of performance.
F1 =
2× precision× recall
precision + recall
. (16)
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All experiments were repeated five times, and the average results were taken
as the final results. Table 1 shows the F1(%) score of the four methods on
eight datasets, and the best results are in bold. As shown in Table 1, the
proposed method SGP-Q performs best on all datasets, which demonstrates
the effectiveness of the SGP-Q.
[Table 1 about here.]
In addition, we will visually show the results of anomaly detection. The figures
below show the results of anomaly detection by four methods and true labels
of test data on eight datasets. The blue crosses represent test data, and the
red circles represent detected anomalies. When the label is equal to 1, the test
data point is abnormal. When the label is equal to 0, the test data point is
normal.
Figure 2 and Figure 3 show the results of anomaly detection using four meth-
ods on the artificial datasets. As shown in Figure 2 (a) and Figure 3 (a), the
GPR-AD has the worst performance. The reason is that the GPR-AD adds
lots of abnormal data to the training data, which leads to inaccurate training
models and marks subsequent normal data as abnormal data. In Figure 2 (b),
(c) and Figure 3 (b), (c), the GPR-ADAM and GPR-IADAM have similar
performance when abnormal data deviate from normal data obviously. Figure
2 (d) and Figure 3 (d) show that our method SGP-Q has the best perfor-
mance. Almost all abnormal data are detected, and only a few normal data
are wrongly marked as abnormal data by the SGP-Q.
[Fig. 2 about here.]
[Fig. 3 about here.]
Figure 4, Figure 5, Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the results of four methods on
the datasets from the AWS server. Figure 4 shows that the results of anomaly
detection by the four methods are similar on the ‘ec2 cpu utilization 24ae8d’
dataset. In the Figure 5, there is a slight concept dript after 2014-01-16
23:04:00. Specifically, the data in the latter part change more widely and
their values are smaller than that of the data in the former part. As shown
in Figure 5, when data have a slight concept drift, the GPR-IADAM can add
new data with small deviations from the prediction mean into the training
data to update the model, and thus the GPR-IADAM can address the slight
concept drift. The GPR-ADAM cannot handle any concept drift at all, so the
GPR-ADAM has the worst performance. The GPR-AD always adds true data
to the training data to update the model, so the GPR-AD can also deal with
concept drift. The SGP-Q considers the abnormal degree of the current data
point relative to that of previous data to decide whether to add the data point
to train model, which is fully capable of handling concept drift. The proposed
SGP-Q has the best performance on the ‘ec2 cpu utilization 825cc2’ dataset.
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[Fig. 4 about here.]
[Fig. 5 about here.]
In Figure 6 and Figure 7, concept drift occurs in the time-series data, and the
deviation between new data and old data is huge. In this case, the data that ini-
tially change are considered as abnormal data. However, when the ‘abnormal’
behaviors last for a while, the new data should be considered as normal data,
and the model should relearn the characteristics of normal data. As shown
in Figure 6 and Figure 7, the GPR-ADAM and GPR-IADAM are unable to
deal with the concept drift when new data deviate greatly from old data, and
all data after the concept drift are marked as abnormal data. Therefore, the
GPR-ADAM and GPR-IADAM perform poorly on the ‘grok asg anomaly’
and ‘ec2 cpu utilization ac20cd’ datasets. Whether data are abnormal or not,
the GPR-AD always adds true data instead of prediction mean to update the
GPR model. Therefore, the GPR-AD can deal with concept drift in this case
by adding new data to update the GPR model, and thus the performance of
the GPR-AD is better than that of the GPR-ADAM and GPR-IADAM. The
SGP-Q considers the information of previous and current data rather than the
information of the current data point to measure the abnormal degree of the
current data point, which is more reasonable. Therefore, the SGP-Q can deal
with the concept drift well when the deviation between new data and old data
is large. The SGP-Q has the best performance on the ‘grok asg anomaly’ and
‘ec2 cpu utilization ac20cd’ datasets.
[Fig. 6 about here.]
[Fig. 7 about here.]
Figure 8 and Figure 9 show results of four methods on the real-time traffic
data. From Figure 8 and 9, we can see that the GPR-AD, GPR-ADAM and
GPR-IADAM mark many normal data as abnormal data. The number of
normal data that are marked as abnormal data is the lowest in the SGP-Q.
Combined with the numerical results in Table 1, the SGP-Q performs best on
the ‘occupancy t4013’ and ‘speed t4013’ datasets.
[Fig. 8 about here.]
[Fig. 9 about here.]
Our method SGP-Q achieves better performance than the GPR-AD, GPR-
ADAM, and GPR-IADAM for both numerical and visual results. The reasons
for good performance are listed as follows. Firstly, compared with the GPR-
AD, the SGP-Q can make use of as few abnormal data as possible in the
training data by the strategy based on likelihood and Q-function, which can
make the SGPRmodel more accurate and improve the performance of anomaly
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detection. Secondly, the SGP-Q can address concept drift in data, while GPR-
ADAM cannot. Thirdly, the GPR-IADAM only uses the information of the
current data point to measure the abnormal degree of the current data point.
Only when the deviation between the current data point and the prediction
mean is small, the data point can be added to the training data. Therefore, the
GPR-IADAM can only deal with concept drift with a slight deviation between
new data and old data. The SGP-Q takes into account the information of
previous and current data to measure the abnormal degree of the current data
point relative to that of the previous data, which is more reasonable than
only using the information of the current data point. In addition, whether the
deviation between the new data and old data in the concept drift is large or
slight, the SGP-Q can handle the concept drift well using Q-function. The
SGP-Q overcomes the limitations of the GPR-AD, GPR-ADAM, and GPR-
IADAM. Therefore, the performance of the SGP-Q is better than that of the
GPR-AD, GPR-ADAM, and GPR-IADAM.
4.4 Summary
We summarize the applicable scenarios for each method. Firstly, the GPR-AD
updates the model with true data regardless of whether data are abnormal or
not. On the one hand, the GPR-AD is able to handle concept drift. On the
other hand, there are too many abnormal data in the training data, resulting
in the inaccurate GPR models and wrong anomaly detection results. Secondly,
when the current data point is abnormal, the GPR-ADAM adds the prediction
mean to update the GPR model and cannot address the concept drift. Thirdly,
the GPR-IADAM uses the value of β to measure the abnormal degree of the
current data point. When the abnormal degree of the current data point is low,
the data point is used to update the model; when the abnormal degree of the
current data point is high, the prediction mean is used to update the model.
Therefore, the GPR-IADAM can only deal with the concept drift when the
deviation between new data and old data is slight. Fourthly, the SGP-Q uses
the information of previous and current data instead of the information of the
current data point to measure the abnormal degree of the current data point
relative to that of previous data. Regardless of whether the deviation between
new data and old data is large or slight, the SGP-Q can address the concept
drift well. In addition, the SGP-Q can obtain more accurate SGPR models
and better anomaly detection results by making use of few abnormal data in
the training data through the strategy based on likelihood and Q-function.
The number of points in the inducing input Z is set to 100. Increasing the
number of points in the inducing input will increase the training time, while the
performance improvement is tiny. The covariance function in the experiment
is set to the sum of the RBF kernel function and the linear kernel function.
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We have tried some more complex kernel functions, such as the multi-layer
perceptron (MLP) kernel function and Matern32 kernel function. Complex
kernel functions increase the number of kernel parameters that need to be
optimized, resulting in much slower training speed but weeny performance
improvement.
The actual time-series data are long sequences with timestamps. For the con-
venience of calculation, the timestamps must be quantized. Two numerical
methods have been tried. The first method is that the time of the first data
point in the time-series data is recorded as 0, and the subsequent time is
quantized to the number of minutes between the current time and start time
multiplied by 0.01. The second method is to slice long time-series data, the
daily 00:00:00 is quantized to 0, and the other time is quantized to the number
of minutes between the current time and today’s 00:00:00 multiplied by 0.01.
In the first numerical method, modeling the mapping from input to output
requires more complex composite kernel functions. For example, modeling pe-
riodic data needs to add a periodic kernel function to the composite kernel
function. In the second numerical method, a relatively simple composite kernel
function, that is, the sum of the RBF kernel function and the linear kernel
function is able to model the mapping from input to output well. Even if the
data is periodic, there is no need to add the periodic kernel function into com-
posite kernel function, because the periodic information is already included in
the numerical time. The second numerical method combined with a relatively
simple kernel function is faster than the first numerical method combined with
a complex kernel function, and their performance is quite similar. In the ex-
periment, we use the second numerical method, and the experimental results
confirm the validity and rationality of the second numerical method.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed the SGP-Q method, which improves the ex-
isting online anomaly detection methods based on GPs. As an online anomaly
detection method, the SGP-Q uses SGPs with lower time complexity to model
time-series data and accelerates online anomaly detection. Concept drift is
common in time-series data, and it is essential for online anomaly detection
methods to have the abilities to redefine the meanings of ‘abnormal’ behaviors
and adapt to concept drift. On account of using Q-function, the SGP-Q can
address concept drift well. Moreover, the SGP-Q employs the strategy based
on likelihood and Q-function to update training data. This strategy can re-
duce the abnormal data in the training data and make the SGPR model more
accurate, thus improving the performance of anomaly detection.
In experiments, we conducted experiments on various artificial and real-world
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datasets and compared the proposed SGP-Q with the existing anomaly detec-
tion methods based on GPs, including the GPR-AD, GPR-ADAM, and GPR-
IADAM. The proposed SGP-Q obtains better performance than the GPR-AD,
GPR-ADAM, and GPR-IADAM.
For future work, it will be more challenge and interesting to employ the mix-
ture of Gaussian processes to model time-series data in the task of online
anomaly detection, as real-world time-series data are usually in the ‘multi-
modality’ distributions.
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Fig. 1. The graphical model of a GP with N training points.
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Fig. 2. (a), (b), (c) and (d) show the results of anomaly detection of four methods
on the ‘art daily jumpsup’ dataset. (e) shows labels of test data, where 1 represents
abnormal data and 0 represents normal data.
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Fig. 3. (a), (b), (c) and (d) show the results of anomaly detection of four methods on
the ‘art daily flatmiddle’ dataset. (e) shows labels of test data, where 1 represents
abnormal data and 0 represents normal data.
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Fig. 4. (a), (b), (c) and (d) show the results of anomaly detection of four methods
on the ‘ec2 cpu utilization 24ae8d’ dataset. (e) shows labels of test data, where 1
represents abnormal data and 0 represents normal data.
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Fig. 5. (a), (b), (c) and (d) show the results of anomaly detection of four methods
on the ‘ec2 cpu utilization 825cc2’ dataset. (e) shows labels of test data, where 1
represents abnormal data and 0 represents normal data.
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Fig. 6. (a), (b), (c) and (d) show the results of anomaly detection of four methods
on the ‘grok asg anomaly’ dataset. (e) shows labels of test data, where 1 represents
abnormal data and 0 represents normal data.
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Fig. 7. (a), (b), (c) and (d) show the results of anomaly detection of four methods
on the ‘ec2 cpu utilization ac20cd’ dataset. (e) shows labels of test data, where 1
represents abnormal data and 0 represents normal data.
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Fig. 8. (a), (b), (c) and (d) show the results of anomaly detection of four methods
on the ‘occupancy t4013’ dataset. (e) shows labels of test data, where 1 represents
abnormal data and 0 represents normal data.
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Fig. 9. (a), (b), (c) and (d) show the results of anomaly detection of four methods on
the ‘speed t4013’ dataset. (e) shows labels of test data, where 1 represents abnormal
data and 0 represents normal data.
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Dataset GPR-AD GPR-ADAM GPR-IADAM SGP-Q
art daily jumpsup 82.20±0.40 91.40±0.80 92.80±0.40 99.20±0.40
art daily flatmiddle 74.20±0.45 93.20±0.45 93.20±0.45 96.40±1.09
ec2 cpu utilization 24ae8d 98.90±0.74 98.70±0.45 98.70±0.45 99.00±0.82
ec2 cpu utilization 825cc2 93.60±0.55 44.40±0.89 86.40±0.55 99.60±0.55
ec2 cpu utilization ac20cd 95.40±0.55 29.40±0.55 30.20±0.45 96.20±1.17
grok asg anomaly 85.20±0.84 52.00±0.00 55.00±0.00 90.00±1.41
occupancy t4013 80.00±0.00 80.40±0.90 80.00±0.00 83.00±1.22
speed t4013 81.40±0.89 77.60±0.54 81.60±0.55 84.00±0.00
Table 1
The F1(%) score of four methods on eight datasets. The best results are in bold.
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